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Recent research on time cloaking has revealed a fascinat-
ing approach to hide temporal events from an interrog-
ating optical field, by opening up and subsequently
closing intensity gaps in a probe beam. Experiments
thus far have demonstrated temporal cloaking of non-
linear interactions and high-speed optical data. Here we
report a temporal cloak with the new capability not only
to hide optical data, but also to concurrently transmit it
along another wavelength channel for subsequent read-
out, masking the information from one observer while
directing it to another. Additionally, the cloak succeeds
in passing modulated data unscathed through a scram-
bling event, providing a new form of tampering resis-
tance. Both examples launch a paradigm shift in
temporal cloaking: instead of using time cloaks pri-
marily to disrupt communication, we show how they
can also improve data transmission, in turn greatly
widening the range of possible applications in telecom-
munications. © 2014 Optical Society of America
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First proposed by McCall et al. [1], temporal cloaking is based
on the transformation-optics formalism originally established
for metamaterial spatial cloaks [2–4]. By elevating time to
equal footing with three-dimensional space, space–time cloaks
that hide regions of space over particular windows of time can
be envisaged [1,5–8]. And although a full space–time cloak
has yet to be realized, previous work [9,10] has indeed shown
pure temporal cloaking for spatially single-mode light. (In
another recent experiment [11], polarization self-trapping

and scrambling was used to transmit or hide data from a
continuous-wave probe. This approach represents a distinct
form of cloaking in which polarization is manipulated rather
than space or time, and for the purposes of this work, we
limit ourselves to cloaking that truly generates and closes tem-
poral intensity gaps.) These experiments clearly exhibited the
salient feature of a temporal cloak: the ability to hide the
presence of some event from a probe that without the cloak
would have been significantly modified. Accordingly, the
event is effectively erased from the “history” recorded by
the probe field [1,6]. Yet one naturally could desire a more
shrewd arrangement in which the event, while hidden from
one optical beam, is perfectly visible to another probe, grant-
ing a desired recipient access to the history while cloaking it
from an adversary. Such a feature is particularly suitable for
optical communications, where the “histories” are streams of
digital data that one may wish to secretly send to a distant
party. Another restriction of the previous temporal cloaks
is the limitation to continuous-wave input probe fields. In-
deed, such fields do represent excellent test cases; possessing
constant intensity over all time, they have no natural gaps in
which events could take place and thus must be carefully
manipulated to produce and close temporal holes. But of
course it would be profitable to explore cloaking potential
with noncontinuous-wave inputs as well, both to examine
the limits of current arrangements and to explore possibilities
for enhanced capabilities.

Our experiments address both of the previously mentioned
shortcomings. First, we demonstrate a multiwavelength—or
wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM)—cloak in which
optical data are hidden from the probe at one of the input
frequencies but accurately transmitted along another wave-
length. Second, we consider noncontinuous-wave input fields,
which consist of pseudorandommodulation, obtaining faithful
data transmission even when subjected to high-speed interfer-
ence from the event; in this fashion, the cloak furnishes anti-
tampering capabilities, removing the impact of destructive
modulation. These additions herald a fundamental change
in how such cloaks can be viewed, for whereas previous time
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cloaks only prevented an observer from discovering the event,
our new implementation reveals how time cloaks can be ex-
ploited to selectively transmit data as well. Considering the
practical view that the most probable long-term applications
of temporal cloaks will focus on improving current communi-
cation systems (e.g., as in [12]) rather than disrupting them,
our results represent a key step forward.

The previous demonstrations of temporal cloaking [9,10]
were developed by drawing on the concept of space–time dual-
ity [13–16], the mathematical correspondence between two
common approximations to the wave equation: narrowband
dispersion and paraxial diffraction. In particular, a central com-
ponent of the second cloak [10] was the temporal Talbot effect
[17]—the analogue of spatial Talbot self-imaging [18,19]—
which exploits temporal interference to generate intensity gaps.
Through a combination of phase modulation and dispersion
originally considered in frequency-comb generation [20–23],
this cloak implemented Talbot self-imaging and time lensing
to convert a continuous-wave input into a high-repetition-rate
train of pulses with wide regions of zero intensity, wherein any
events would escape detection. Then by traversing the opposite
values of dispersion and complementary phase modulation, the
pulse train was converted back into the original continuous-
wave beam, ideally with no evidence of its detour as high-
extinction pulses. In transitioning toward a multiwavelength
cloak, we once again invoke space–time duality by drawing
on a variation of Talbot interference, the so-called Lau effect
[18,24,25]. Whereas the basic Talbot phenomenon requires a
spatially coherent beam, the Lau effect considers instead a spa-
tially incoherent source illuminating two gratings. Narrow slits

on the first grating create a series of individually coherent but
mutually incoherent line sources, and each of these sources
then generates a Talbot carpet after the second grating, all
of which sum incoherently to give a total intensity that can
correspond to a high-contrast image if the patterns are spatially
aligned [18].

A temporal analogue of the Lau effect [26,27] has been con-
sidered experimentally for optical fields consisting of mutually
incoherent narrowband lasers manipulated by an electro-optic
modulator [28]. By tuning the laser frequency spacing, the de-
lay between corresponding output time-domain waveforms
can be adjusted to any amount within a period, from complete
temporal coincidence to a half-period delay. And such delay
control of temporal Talbot imaging is precisely what we re-
quire for a multiwavelength time cloak. Individually, with no
event present, each input wavelength should propagate
through the cloak modulators and dispersion and emerge at the
output as a continuous-wave signal; however, when an event is
applied in the form of data modulation, one wavelength should
escape without modulation, whereas the second should con-
tain a faithful reproduction of the event data. To achieve this,
we make use of the Lau effect and choose the wavelength sep-
aration so that both lasers yield compressed pulse trains that are
delayed by one half-period relative to each other at the event
modulator, ensuring that the data impact only one of the two
wavelength channels. Plots in Fig. 1(a) provide cartoons of the
pulse trains derived from each input frequency at various stages
in the circuit, showing the overlap and interleaving necessary
for our multiwavelength cloak. (See Supplement 1 for details
on these design conditions).

Fig. 1. Basic outline of temporal cloak. (a) Waveform progression for multiwavelength cloak. Blue and red lines denote the intensity in the channels to
be cloaked and to receive the data, respectively. Roman numerals represent various points in the circuit: I, input to first phase modulator; II, after quarter-
Talbot dispersion; III, at event plane just prior to event modulation; IV, at event plane immediately after modulation; V, before compensating quarter-
Talbot dispersion; VI, at output. Only the red channel is impacted by the data modulation, which is an alternating zero–one sequence in this example.
(b) Experimental setup. Boxes at the input and output show differences between the multiwavelength cloak (“WDM Experiment”) and data-as-input
cloak (“Data Experiment”). Blue fibers and Bragg gratings signify anomalous dispersion, whereas red represents normal dispersion. CFBG, chirped fiber
Bragg grating; SMF, single-mode fiber; DCF, dispersion-compensating fiber.
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Figure 1(b) offers a schematic of the experimental setup,
with the boxes labeled “WDM experiment”marking the input
and output configurations for multiwavelength cloaking. We
couple two independent monochromatic lasers into the cloak-
ing circuit, one of whose wavelengths is tunable, and we propa-
gate them through a combination of phase modulation and
dispersion that converts them into interleaved pulse trains
at the event plane. The event consists of intensity-modulated
pseudorandom data, which ideally impacts only one of the two
trains, and after reconstruction the two wavelength channels
are demultiplexed with a pulse shaper [29,30] and then de-
tected. As in [10], the extra dispersive fiber after the fourth
phase modulator is added to achieve approximately zero net
dispersion between the event and detector, so that turning the
phase modulators off allows the event data to appear at the
output without distortion. Moreover, when the cloak is oper-
ating, it is important to note that the amplitude of fluctuations
in the output depends not only on the power in residual spec-
tral sidebands, but also on the phase, as this determines
whether contributions at the same radio frequency will add
constructively or cancel each other out. Accordingly, we run
all modulators at 12.11 GHz, rather than the 12.5 GHz esti-
mated for ideal Talbot self-imaging, since we found in simu-
lation that this frequency gives slightly improved performance
for our combination of dispersive elements. A more detailed
description of the experimental methods is provided in
Supplement 1.

The measured spectrum when only the first two phase mod-
ulators are running is given in Fig. 2(a), with two distinct flat-
top combs generated about each carrier frequency. The broad
bandwidth indicates that both combs will support short pulses
at the event plane. To introduce the event, we apply inverted
return-to-zero data to the intensity modulator; when all phase
modulators are off, both wavelength channels retain this data
at the output, as evidenced by Fig. 2(b). However, turning on
the cloak allows us to hide the data from one wavelength while
continuing to broadcast it along the other; Fig. 2(c) gives the
received signals when the phase modulators are on and opti-
mized to cloak the short-wavelength channel. While the origi-
nally strong data modulation is removed on the output of the
short-wavelength filter, the long-wavelength channel main-
tains high-contrast modulation. The received data have been
converted to a nonreturn-to-zero format—which is as expected
from theory due to the modulation and dispersion subsequent
to the intensity modulator—but clear transitions between 0
and 1 certify that the digital stream is fully maintained. More-
over, by shifting the event modulator’s timing half a period,
the roles of each channel can be reversed; as illustrated in
Fig. 2(d), in this case the long-wavelength channel is now
cloaked, with the short wavelength picking up the data.

Alternatively, instead of taking the event to represent the
information-bearing quantity of interest—either to be hidden
from or transmitted to another party—one may view the
event as unwanted modulation that corrupts the input field;
in this perspective, the cloak becomes a data preserver rather
than a data concealer. Accordingly, it is profitable to consider
data-modulated inputs rather than just continuous-wave fields,
which naturally lack any temporal information. At first glance,

since the cloak is constructed assuming a single-frequency
probe, it may appear that our design is inherently ill-suited
for accepting a time-varying input. But the cloak itself operates
at a high speed, so the requirement of constant intensity in
effect means only that the input bandwidth be much smaller
than the cloak repetition rate ωrep, or equivalently that the in-
put field intensity must remain roughly constant over several
clock periods. This intuitive picture implies that the cloak
should still perform well with a data signal at the input, pro-
vided that the data rate is sufficiently lower than ωrep.

Fig. 2. Experimental results for multiwavelength cloak. (a) Optical
spectrum when the first two phase modulators are running. Colors
indicate from which input laser a given spectral line was primarily gen-
erated, with blue representing the short-wavelength laser and red the
long-wavelength one. (b) Received output for the short-wavelength
(blue) and long-wavelength (red) demultiplexed channels when the event
modulator is running and all phase modulators are off. (c) Received sig-
nals when the cloak is on and optimized to cloak the blue channel but
transmit along the red. (d) Corresponding waveforms when the cloak is
instead aligned to transmit data on the blue channel and cloak the red.

Fig. 3. Received signals for data-as-input experiment, when the cloak
is off. (a) Input data rate is two times less than the clock. (b) Four times.
(c) Eight times. (d) Sixteen times. In all cases, the high-speed event
modulation at 12.11 GHz significantly corrupts the input data.
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We examine this idea experimentally with the setup of
Fig. 1(b), but now using the transmitter and receiver in the
“Data Experiment” insets. A single continuous-wave laser is
modulated at some fraction of the clock frequency with
nonreturn-to-zero data; explicitly, we consider clock-division
factors of 2, 4, 8, and 16, corresponding to input data rates
of 6.06 Gb∕s, 3.03 Gb∕s, 1.51 Gb∕s, and 757 Mb∕s, respec-
tively. When the phase modulators are off, the high-speed
event completely destroys the input data sequence; as illus-
trated in Fig. 3, the input data are nearly impossible to observe,
corrupted by the fast modulation. Yet when the cloak is turned
on, the input field is guided around this distorting modulation
and recovered at the output, as indicated by the results in
Fig. 4. For all input repetition rates, clear data at the correct
period are now seen, with the event’s impact reduced to
residual noise at the high voltage level. This noise is strongest
in the divide-by-two case, which makes sense, as the data rate is
highest here and thus most removed from the continuous-wave
ideal. Moreover, numerical simulations indicate only marginal
performance improvement for data rates below the divide-
by-eight case, which is qualitatively confirmed by the lack
of significant noise reduction between Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).
(There are also several paths for future cloak enhancements;
for further discussion, refer to Supplement 1).

In summary, we have demonstrated two new uses for tem-
poral cloaking in high-speed telecommunications. The first, a
multiwavelength cloak, allows data that are hidden from one
wavelength channel to be transmitted along an alternative one;
in the second, a corrupting event is cloaked from an input
digital message, thereby allowing faithful transmission of the
incoming data past an aggressive modulation signal. Both real-
izations offer new perspectives on temporal cloaking for im-
proving data communication systems rather than disturbing
them. It will be interesting to explore how this two-sided
nature of time cloaking may be exploited in future develop-

ments in this field, whether in the exotic quest for a full
space–time cloak or in more mundane—but no less
important—efforts to improve optical communications.
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Fig. 4. Received signals for data-as-input experiment, when the cloak
is on. (a) Input data rate is two times less than the clock. (b) Four times.
(c) Eight times. (d) Sixteen times. Now the input sequences are fully
recovered, with clear data signals observed at the appropriate repetition
rates.
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